Development of a novel Borna disease virus reverse genetics system using RNA polymerase II promoter and SV40 nuclear import signal.
Borna disease virus (BDV) is a noncytolytic, neurotropic RNA virus that replicates and transcribes in the nucleus of infected cells. Therefore, efficient synthesis of BDV RNA in the nucleus is critical for the development of a reverse genetics system for this virus. Here, we report the development of such a system using the RNA polymerase II (Pol II) promoter. The BDV minigenome cDNA was flanked by hammerhead ribozyme and hepatitis delta ribozyme sequences and inserted downstream of the Pol II promoter. To improve the efficacy of minigenome expression, we estimated the effects of several signal sequences within the minigenome constructs. We found that insertion of the SV40 nuclear import sequence into the Pol II constructs significantly enhances the replication of the minigenome even in cells lacking the SV40 large T antigen. This novel system is theoretically applicable to any mammalian cell line and would be valuable for analyzing host- or cell-type-dependent differences in BDV replication and production. We could demonstrate here the cell-type-dependent inhibitory effect of the viral protein X on BDV polymerase activity. This system may be useful for various research fields not only of BDV but also of other negative-sense RNA viruses.